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Program Summary:  
This program involved a skit where a company discusses a "green" product and their marketing 
of the product.  The product, the "GreenChair" is a lawnchair from which the user does not have 
to leave in order to go to the bathroom.  The waste can then be discarded in a capsule and used as 
fertilizer.  The company later finds out that the chair and capsule are not very environmentally 
friendly and will in fact be sued by the FTC regarding their marketing. 
 
The skits include a meeting about the details of the chair where an advertisement (acted out) is 
played.  There is then a later scene where the company has been sued by the FTC and an 
engineer explains that the chair is really quite hazardous to the environment.  Attached is a 
powerpoint presentation used during the skits and discussion with comments that represent the 
script of the skits and the advertisement.   
 
After the skits a guest speaker from the Atlanta FTC office came to talk about the Green Guides 
and what can and cannot be said about green technology. He specifically discussed problems the 
company discussed in the skit faced.  The presentation was followed by a Q&A Session. 
 
Setup:  
The Program does not require much to set up.  A table and chairs where the attorneys and 
company representatives can meet.  A space for the actors to act out the commercial.  It would 
have been better to actually video tape the commercial beforehand, but acting it out worked well 
if there is no time to record something for playback at the meeting.  



 
It is helpful to get someone from the FTC or an attorney very knowledgeable of the Green 
Guides and FTC to come and discuss the program.  The PowerPoint presented by the FTC is 
included here.  
 
Video of the skit can also be given upon request to  
For additional information, please contact Chad Pannell at cpannell@kilpatricktownsend.com 

mailto:cpannell@kilpatricktownsend.com


CYNTHIA Introduces program and sets up ACT ONE
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ACT ONE – LAW OFFICE

Two lawyers [ANGELA] and [THAD] meet with an established firm client called GOODCO 
Industries.  GOODCO is a consumer products company whose mission is to “do good in 
the world, profitably.”

GOODCO wants advice regarding a new product launch, so two representatives, [ROGERS 
– THE VP] and [RHONDA – MARKETING DIRECTOR] visit its IP attorneys.

[ROGERS]: “As you know Angela, GOODCO has formed a new division, and I’ve been 
named Executive VP of Marketing.  The new division is called GOODFUN, and its purpose is 
leveraging the national interest in ‘green’ tech with new recreational products that appeal 
to consumers who want to have a positive impact on the environment.”

“Rhonda, our Marketing Director, has created an ad campaign, packaging 
designs and point of sale materials for our first product – the GREENCHAIR.  We want you to 
review everything and make sure that we are clear and covered from an IP perspective.”

[ANGELA]: “Rogers, tell us more about the product.”

[ROGERS]: “The best way to tell you is to show you.   Rhonda, why don’t you show 
Angela and Thad the commercial you created to launch our product.”
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(GO TO next slide showing commercial clapperboard)
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(CUE VOICEOVER)

ACT TWO - COMMERCIAL
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[VOICEOVER - RYAN]: “After a long hard winter, it’s time for the joys of 
summer…picnics, fireworks, festivals, and outdoor concerts.  But, would you rather 
spend your time:

HERE…”

(WAIT FOR next slide)
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“or HERE”

(WAIT FOR next slide)
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(MOVE PAST THIS SLIDE QUICKLY!!!)
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[VOICEOVER - RYAN]: “Introducing GREENCHAIR, the revolutionary new lawn 
chair that keeps you in your seat all day!  Enjoy that outdoor jazz fest, and don’t miss 
a thing.”

(RICH AND JACOB ENTER STAGE AND SET UP THEIR CHAIRS)

[JACOB]: “Don’t you have to go?”
[RICH]: “Buddy, I’ve already gone…” (smiling)

[VOICEOVER]: “I know what you’re thinking…HOW DOES IT WORK? A 
secret compartment holds a highly absorbent material that forms a pleasant 
smelling entirely self-contained ENVIROCAPSULE on contact with liquids. “
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[VOICEOVER]: “WAIT, there’s more… the ENVIROCAPSULE is instantly transformed
into a high quality plant fertilizer.”

“Simply drop the ENVIROCAPSULE in a hole and plant a tree on top.”
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[VOICEOVER - RYAN]: “THAT’S RIGHT – keep your seat and save the Earth!!!!  
GREENCHAIR!!”
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ACT THREE – LAW OFFICE
Attorneys have just seen the commercial, and are nodding approvingly, praising the commercial. 

[RHONDA]: “Thanks Angela, thanks Thad – I put a lot of work into that commercial and the campaign.  We selected the 
mark GREENCHAIR to appeal to the demographic that has money to burn, but wants to feel good about themselves as they 
spend it.   We’ll tailor each ad with slogans that help them offset their consumerism with their altruism.  For example, the 
slogan SIT BACK, RELAX, AND SAVE THE EARTH allows concert-goers to enjoy the show while feeling green.  CONSERVE WHILE 
YOU CONSUME helps shoppers feel good waiting on line for the iPad 3.  We will mark all packaging for the chair with product 
identity statements to let consumers know that GREENCHAIR is ‘environmentally friendly’ and ‘compostable.’“

[ROGERS]: “As you can see, we have a real winner here.  We will launch in 2 months, so we need you to work quickly so 
that we can make any changes needed to avoid infringement and to protect our marks.”

[ANGELA]: “We’ll get started right away.  [ASSOCIATE] is experienced with these clearance projects, so he/she will 
explain the plan of action for reviewing the ads and clearing the marks for use in the US.”

[THAD]:“We’ll use the usual search services (CTCorsearch, CSC, SAEGIS…) to search for conflicting third party marks.  For marks 
that are clear, we’ll develop and implement a plan for filing applications for marks that are sufficiently distinctive, and marking 
the ad materials with TM or ® as appropriate.”

“Right off the bat, I see that we need to clear the following marks and slogans:

GREENCHAIR – arguably suggestive, but it’s a compound mark, so there should be no disclaimer
ENVIROCAPSULE
SIT BACK, RELAX, AND SAVE THE EARTH
CONSUME WHILE YOU CONSERVE
KEEP YOUR SEAT AND SAVE THE EARTH

We’ll search in class 28 and all related classes – perhaps also in class 35 since this marketing campaign also promotes 
conservation.” 11



(PAUSE)
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(CYNTHIA SETS UP ACT FOUR, RHONDA LEAVES and RUSSELL JOINS THE 
GROUP)

Angela and Thad have given the green light to use and/or registration 
of all of the marks in the GREENCHAIR commercial.

The marketing campaign is launched, with television, internet and retail 
advertisements nationwide.   10,000 GREENCHAIRs are manufactured 
and shipped to retailers with point-of-sale banners and shelf-talkers.  
Each GREENCHAIR is shrinkwrapped with film that displays all of the 
marks, along with other copy extolling the virtues of the product.

GOODCO’s VP [Rogers] and [Russell – GOODCO’s engineer] return to 
the law firm several months later.
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ACT FOUR – LAW OFFICE

[ROGERS]: “GOODCO has been sued by the FTC!!!”

[ANGELA]: “Yes, we know. 

(PAUSE for next slide - $)
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[ANGELA]: “The complaint alleges that GOODCO has violated Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act by making false and unsubstantiated claims. 
Specifically, the FTC states that GOODCO has made unqualified general claims of 
environmental benefit by naming the product GREENCHAIR, and that its slogans 
constitute unsubstantiated and exaggerated claims.

[ROGERS]: “But I don’t understand – the GREENCHAIR does produce a byproduct 
that helps grow trees, so it does benefit the environment!”

[THAD]: “What about the rest of the chair?”
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[RUSSELL]: “WELL, the chair itself is made entirely of virgin non-
biodegradable and non-recyclable materials.  The plastics used include 
pigments and additives that would be toxic to plants and animals if 
ingested directly, or via groundwater.

Also, the substance in the ENVIROCAPSULE is a great fertilizer, but 
GOODCO performs no testing to ensure that the ENVIROCAPSULE 
actually breaks down so that a plant can access the fertilizer.”

[THAD]: “So Rogers, does GOODCO have litigation insurance?” 
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LUKE wraps up skit and introduces CHRIS COUILLOU
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